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conception in the context of the GSA controversy leads 
to victim-blaming because it inappropriately dislocates 
the focus of moral concern from the attitudes bullies 
bring to school, and replaces it with a suggestion that the 
presence of the bullied themselves is the real problem. 

In applying this logic to the bishops’ and trustees’ 
views, apparently the intent of some students to organize 
themselves in solidarity against bullying and possibly 
share experiences of what it means to be non-heterosex-
ual and Catholic has been subordinated to concerns that 
such a group would somehow confuse or corrupt other 
persons and undermine a narrowly superficial under-
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The “Scandal” of Gay–Straight Alliances  
in Ontario Catholic Schools
By Graham McDonough
University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia

In this paper1 I make a critical examination of Canada’s 
largest publicly funded Catholic school system’s 

opposition to Gay–Straight Alliances (GSAs), a sig-
nificant part of which claimed that these clubs would 
cause scandal. In Catholic thought, scandal differs from 
its conventional use to denote outrage in response to 
something repugnant. The Catechism defines it as “an 
attitude or behavior which leads another to do evil,”2 
or the sin of causing another to sin. In the context of 
this argument, I demonstrate that the conceptualization 
of scandal employed by the two major groups that led 
this opposition—the Ontario Conference of Catholic 
Bishops (OCCB)3 and Ontario Catholic School Trustees’ 
Association (OCSTA)—reflects not only problematic 
epistemic and moral deductions, but also selectively nar-
row biblical and theological perspectives. It does more 
harm than good. 

I first show the philosophical difficulties inherent in 
judging scandal itself, before moving on to show the his-
torical and theological problems present in the Church’s 
use of Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians to concep-
tualize, teach about, and adjudicate scandal.4 Next, I 
show how expanded but underappreciated conceptu-
alizations of scandal, like those in Enda McDonagh’s 
and Bernard Häring’s theological work, are preferable 
to the dominant conception on both epistemological 
and moral grounds. I demonstrate how the consequence 
of relying upon and applying the traditional, dominant 
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standing of the school’s identity. I maintain that what 
traditional definitions might proscribe as sinful threats 
to conventional morality might sometimes be better 
understood as phenomena that signify an occasion for 
reasonable experimentation, in need of ongoing assess-
ment of their efficacy for educative growth. Aside from 
its primary aim to illustrate this problem with scandal, 
this paper’s secondary objective is to underscore the re-
quirement to incorporate robust theological perspectives 
in policy formulation and decision making in Catholic 
schools. 

The Historical and Theological Context
This discussion of scandal emerges from the Ontario 
bishops’ and trustees’ responses over the past decade to 
the question of whether Catholic schools in that prov-
ince, where they are publicly funded at 100 percent,5 
should allow GSAs. Prior to this GSA question, how-
ever, in 2002 one of these schools faced a challenge from 
a student named Marc Hall, who wished to take his boy-
friend to the high school prom.6 The bishops’ response 
to him had a significant bearing on the GSA question 
nearly a decade later. The principal of Monsignor John 
Pereyma Catholic Secondary School in Oshawa re-
jected Hall’s request on the grounds that, in the words 
of Kingston Archbishop Anthony Meagher, “acceding 
to [his] demand would have given his intended be-
haviour the imprimatur of both the principal and the 
School Board, contrary to the teachings of the Catholic 
Church.”7 Soon after, Hall received a civil court injunc-
tion allowing him to attend the prom with his boyfriend. 
About two years after that decision, the bishops issued 
their “Pastoral Guidelines to Assist Students of Same-
Sex Attraction.”8 That document is important because it 
remained consistent with Meagher’s response to the Hall 
case, formed the basis for the bishops’ and trustees’ later 
opposition to the formation of Gay–Straight Alliances,9 
and specifically broached the topic of scandal as one 
of the theological foundations for this opposition. 
Specifically, it related that “A high school which may be 
seen by reasonable people generally to be giving tacit 
consent to homosexual activity would be guilty of grave 
scandal.”10 

In the subsequent years and in the context of events 
like the Canadian government’s 2005 legalizing of 
same-sex marriage,11 Ontario Catholic schools received 
requests to establish GSAs. The schools’ response was 
to prohibit both the formation of these clubs and the 
use of the GSA name on the grounds that doing so 

would imply the school’s approval of non-heterosexual 
behaviour and so present an occasion for drawing stu-
dents into sin.12 In January 2012, the trustees released 
their document entitled “Respecting Difference,” which 
stated that while the Catholic Church and its schools 
condemn bullying,13 GSAs could not be established 
since they are contrary to Catholic principles;14 hence, 
the Association promoted the formation of “Respecting 
Difference” groups, “which [address] all forms of bul-
lying,”15 as an alternative. “Respecting Difference” also 
directs principals to review with students and staff advi-
sors the normative guidelines established in the Ontario 
bishops’ “Pastoral Guidelines.”16 Since June 2012, that 
position has been overruled by the Ontario government’s 
Accepting Schools Act, which requires the establishment 
of a GSA, and use of the GSA name, in a publicly fund-
ed Catholic school, should one student request it.17 The 
net result is that to abide by civil law, Ontario’s Catholic 
schools now permit GSAs, but without a formal eccle-
sial rapprochement, this situation possibly exacerbates 
religious–secular tensions in the school and society. 

The judgment of scandal in Catholic institutions rests 
on Church teaching, but this teaching, as presented and 
applied in Ontario, is remarkably distant from any aca-
demic debate on its merits and shortcomings. Without 
this debate, a sustained narrowness in conceptualizing 
scandal not only contributes to the divide mentioned 
above and entrenches caricatures of Catholicism, but 
most egregiously impedes or denies a full range of in-
formation and options in cases where scandal is alleged. 
Although it is not often acknowledged, there is a con-
ceptual unsteadiness in prevailing definitions of scandal 
and difficulties inherent in determining whether the situ-
ation in question really presents an occasion for others 
to sin or a needed disruption of conventional thought 
and practice in the Church and society. This paper does 
not directly argue that GSAs be established in Catholic 
schools (although it secondarily does so), nor does it 
discuss the morality of “homosexuality,”18 but rather 
shows how the GSA controversy is a catalyst for raising 
theoretical concerns about the concept of scandal. 

The Traditional Conceptualization
 “The sin of scandal,” according to Häring, “has its roots 
in an inner attitude of unconcern for the salvation of oth-
ers.”19 It can be analyzed into several distinct kinds that 
depend on knowing the actor’s intentions, the receiver’s 
strength, and the nature of the act in question. For the 
purposes of exposition and analysis I have chosen to 
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follow Germain Grisez’s analysis of the concept (with 
some support from L.G. Miller), because his perspective 
reinforces both the Catechism of the Catholic Church’s 
and bishops’ normative conceptualization. Grisez’s 
three categories—direct, indirect, and “Pharisaical”20 
scandal—illustrate both the slipperiness of the concept 
and the varying degrees of difficulty one encounters in 
judging its application. 

Direct scandal is easy to judge, so long as it is certain 
that the actor intends the recipient’s downfall. Its two 
varieties are diabolical and (ostensibly) regular direct 
scandal. (1) Diabolical scandal occurs when “the giver 
of scandal has the specific intention of expressing his 
own hatred of God by inciting another to sin.”21 Here 
Grisez offers, for example, a delinquent brother who 
attempts to erode his virtuous sister’s moral integrity 
by exposing her to a seducer. Grisez clearly establishes 
that the brother’s act is motivated by envy and the an-
ticipated (negatively acquired) benefit he will receive 
from his sister’s “[loss of] her moral superiority” and the 
parental approval to which this is apparently attached.22 
(2) Regular direct scandal, by contrast, is where persons 
do not intend sin for sin’s sake, but for the sake of per-
sonal gain. For example, Grisez describes “a man [who] 
invites a woman to engage in adultery.”23 However, 
even though Grisez has the advantage of controlling the 
conditions in his examples, it is difficult to distinguish 
between these men’s intentions, because both will still 
illicitly profit from using others as a means to an end. 
Nonetheless, my intent is not to perseverate on Grisez’s 
imprecision, but simply to show that even when scandal 
is clearly present, the judgment of its kind and severity is 
debatable, especially if one lacks an author’s omniscient 
perspective.

The difficulty of judgment increases with indirect 
scandal, which is to enable sin through setting a bad 
example. Here sin is not “intended as an end or chosen 
as a means,” but is rather “accepted as a side effect” of 
one’s actions.24 Its two varieties are doing this through 
exposure to (3) sinful actions, and (4) actions that are 
normally permissible in themselves—otherwise known 
as scandal of the weak. Under (3), Grisez admonishes 
parents to avoid sinning in their children’s presence and 
adds that the business and political elite “who share in 
perpetrating systemic economic injustices give scandal 
by reducing the victims of exploitation to a condition of 
wretched poverty which the executives know occasions 
sins of theft, prostitution, alcohol and substance abuse, 
abortion, and so on.”25 This is a pivotal point, because 

while it is based on valid concerns about children often 
imitating poor parental behaviour, and desperate so-
cioeconomic conditions sadly enabling the likelihood 
of abuse, violence, and criminality among oppressed 
populations, what Grisez does not mention is that as he 
makes this point, he is also subtly and cleverly estab-
lishing a rhetorical pattern of causality. It is important 
to recognize this structure and assumption here under a 
less controversial rubric (3), because it enables a reader 
to see how Grisez then overextends it into his evaluation 
of the next one, which is (4) scandal of the weak. There 
the judgments become most problematic. 

Grisez describes scandal of the weak as “doing some-
thing otherwise morally acceptable, but inappropriate 
and sinful because one foresees, or should foresee, 
that it is likely to have the side effect of occasioning 
another’s sin and one lacks an adequate reason for ac-
cepting this side effect instead of avoiding it by forgoing 
the act.”26 As one example, he cites the passage in the 
First Letter to the Corinthians where Paul forbids serv-
ing meat sacrificed to idols (1 Cor 8:7-13).  I reserve 
exegetical treatment of this passage for the upcoming 
section, and here focus instead on examining Grisez’s 
supporting example of a married couple who might 
legitimately have sexual intercourse while camping, but 
should avoid it because, “without the privacy required,” 
it would “arous[e] illicit desires in the boy scouts camp-
ing nearby.”27  Even though there are numerous good 
reasons why a couple should abstain from sex in this 
context, like their respecting the exclusivity of sexual 
acts in their marriage by not performing them too close 
to others, or in not wanting to disturb or discomfort any-
one in the park, my concern here is only to test Grisez’s 
claim that should the married couple have sex, it would 
cause “illicit desire” and so present scandal. He provides 
no details on what constitutes lack of privacy, but assum-
ing it is nothing more than sounds that could possibly 
suggest lovemaking, his reasoning raises questions as 
to whether they would necessarily cause any desire at 
all. One might also reasonably hypothesize that some 
of the scouts might respond with discomfort due to their 
own expectations for privacy. Others might even simply 
call it normal married behaviour. If one were to concede 
this initial point, however, and move on to the next part 
of Grisez’s claim, it is notable that he does nothing to 
establish that any desire that might be aroused is neces-
sarily illicit, especially when Church teaching maintains 
that desires in themselves are not sinful. For example, it 
evaluates “homosexual” desire as “disordered,” but does 
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not assess it as sinful in itself, “since it is not sought by 
homosexual persons,” and maintains that sin only occurs 
when immoral desires are acted upon.28

In total, this analysis simply demonstrates Grisez’s 
tacitly narrow behaviourism: he assumes that the 
couple’s behaviour will probably cause desire, any de-
sire caused will necessarily be illicit, and it will in turn 
probably lead to an unspecified sinful action. His admo-
nition might also leave an overly conscientious couple 
inferring an unreasonably self-imposed expectation to 
remain completely silent even while they abstain from 
sexual intercourse for that night, lest the scouts misper-
ceive anything they hear as suggesting it. Unfortunately 
for those who would wish to follow this example in 
judging scandal of the weak, Grisez leaves unaddressed 
the question of how one reasonably foresees it—he sim-
ply asserts his claim and appeals to an unproblematized 
common sense for support. 

Here I re-emphasize that my point is not to make 
extreme claims like (A) married couples should disre-
gard or avoid all modesty in cases like this; (B) children 
or adolescents are absolutely immune from receiving 
scandal; or (C) that the spouses should sleep in separate 
tents, just to be absolutely sure no one’s overly active 
imagination leaps to the conclusion that they might be 
copulating silently. Rather, I only wish to demonstrate 
the epistemic difficulties present in Grisez’s example 
and generally inherent in judging scandal of the weak. In 
making these judgments, one must be cautiously aware 
that they can depend on a chain of causal reasoning sup-
ported less by evidence and more by inferences based on 
untroubled social convention and one’s (tacitly) ideolog-
ical commitments. These cautions are not unreasonable: 
as absurd as point (C) above might sound, it structurally 
echoes the bishops’ suggestion that it might be better in 
some cases to avoid situations like “a male and female 
university student cohabiting off campus,” should they 
create the impression that their living arrangement will 
necessarily lead to immoral sexual encounters.29 That 
suggestion is existentially impoverished because it 
forces persons to live fearing what the neighbours think, 
and so precludes anyone’s spiritual and psychological 
freedom and opportunity to grow in the face of unsub-
stantiated and cynical innuendo.

The third category, “‘Pharisaical’ scandal,” is in-
teresting because it offers a means of interpreting 
situations that potentially contend with scandal of the 
weak. It refers to “the morose reaction of those who, 
like the Pharisees in the time of Christ, wrest the words 

and action of a good man to their own hurt by perverse 
misconstruction.”30 The bishops relate that “Jesus was a 
source of scandal for the Pharisees because he ate with 
the prostitutes, tax collectors, and sinners [… thereby] 
challenging those who were scandalized to realize that 
he came to call sinners, not the righteous. Thus, the 
bishops continue, this category allows that “for suffi-
cient reason a Christian might rightly take some action 
though some members of the Church or community will 
be scandalized by it.”31 Miller concurs: “There may even 
be circumstances in which one is bound to continue on 
a good course of action even though, through ignorance, 
the weak are scandalized, for it would not be right, for 
the sake of avoiding scandal, to inflict serious harm or 
loss on oneself or the community.”32 After acknowledg-
ing the Gospels’ distorted portrayal of the historical 
Pharisees, the concept of “‘Pharisaical’ scandal” none-
theless helpfully introduces the idea that Jesus presents a 
needed disruption to some conventions of what it means 
to be a religiously conscious and observant person.33 
In Häring’s interpretation, “Christ knew his prophetic 
words and actions would cause a shock that for some 
would be wholesome but for others could cause a hard-
ening of an already obdurate heart.”34 

I have emphasized above the words good and whole-
some because they reveal where further conceptual 
clarity or acknowledgment of controversy is required: 
who decides “goodness” and “wholesomeness,” and on 
what grounds? To the degree that this discernment is 
controversial within Catholic thought, the judgment of 
scandal is likewise controversial. These qualifications 
uncover how, in cases where the actor’s intentions are 
unknown, proof is in short supply, and situations are am-
biguous, discerning what is harmfully scandalous from 
what is the scandal of a needed disruption of convention 
is difficult.35 It is no less problematic that Grisez and the 
bishops take for granted the distinction between “scan-
dal of the weak” and “‘Pharisaical’ scandal” without 
discussing their potential conflict. A simple test is that of 
reversibility: in Church teaching and traditional readings 
of scripture, why do Jesus’ mealtime habits not count 
as “scandal of the weak,” or Paul’s prohibition on con-
suming idol-meat as “‘Pharisaical’ scandal”? In short, 
raising this question points to the contentious issue of 
what is the true scandal present in each situation, and 
who gets to judge. In the next section, I show how a re-
reading of the First Letter to the Corinthians challenges 
the use of that passage as the normative biblical basis 
for judging scandal of the weak, and how its traditional 
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interpretation overshadows other important features of 
the ancient Corinthian church that are relevant for judg-
ing scandal today. 

Critiquing Scandal of the Weak:  
Rereading First Corinthians
There is evidence within Christian tradition that judg-
ing scandal of the weak has been problematic since at 
least the time of St. Paul. Both Grisez’s and the bishops’ 
examples rely on Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians, 
where he recommends that “the strong” in that com-
munity not eat meat sacrificed to idols in pagan temples. 
Even though there is nothing intrinsically sinful in this 
practice, in his judgment it would, in the context of the 
first-century Corinthian Church, exacerbate a “negative 
spiritual effect” on the weak, who believed that such 
meat was “spiritually contaminated.”36 “Paul told them 
that loving concern for their neighbours prohibited them 
from allowing their liberty to be a stumbling block, a 
scandal, for those of weak conscience (1 Cor 8:9).”37 
The perceived needs of one’s “weak” neighbour are thus 
positioned as prior to a “strong” Christian’s acceptance 
of the new covenant. 

A closer look at the early Corinthian Church, how-
ever, shows problems with applying this traditional 
reading too far from its historical context and hastily 
concluding that Paul is overly cautious and so at odds 
with the Gospels’ portrait of Jesus as a socially disrup-
tive figure for his dining with sinners, healing on the 
Sabbath, and overturning vendors’ tables in the Temple 
(Mk 11:15-19; Jn 2:13-16). Biblical scholarship shows 
that the Corinthians’ concern over idol-food was less 
about a strong–weak disagreement about demons in 
sacrificial meat and more about re-establishing egali-
tarianism within the local church. Jacobus Kok argues 
that one group was only perceived to be weak, relative 
to the other that was perceived to be strong38; so echoes 
Peter Gooch’s earlier observation that Paul’s reference 
to “weak Christians who may be harmed by the practice 
of the strong” has too easily led to a modern-day as-
sumption that “such weak Christians must have existed.” 
Gooch continues: “This assumption, however, is hardly 
ever noticed, let alone questioned, and there is good rea-
son to suspect its validity,”39 because “if there are weak 
Christians seriously threatened by specific practices of 
strong Christians Paul would very likely refer more to 
these in less hypothetical terms”40 than what appears in 
his letter. Gooch maintains that the idol-food problem is 
only a secondary personal concern of Paul’s that crept 

into his clarifying a comment about idolatry in an earlier 
(non-canonical) letter to the Corinthians.41 

Kok argues that Paul’s bias in judgment leans instead 
towards nurturing an egalitarian communal church 
within an agonistic civil society heavily stratified by 
social class; hence, his advice sits within his prior aim to 
disrupt hierarchy ahead of exercising individual liberties 
to their fullest.42 Dale Martin posits a congruent claim 
that Paul’s difficulty lay not with the intrinsic proper-
ties of idol-food, but with the attitude that he inferred 
“the strong” were adopting towards its consumption. 
Martin identifies “the strong” with the upper classes 
that, as a group, is acting snobbishly (“puffed up”) to-
wards “the weak” lower classes.43 Here it is helpful to 
know that in first-century Corinth, any meat available 
would likely have been both expensive and sacrificed in 
a non-Jewish and non-Christian ritual before it came to 
market; coincidentally, it was central to “the strong’s” 
lifestyle, because their ability to purchase and serve it 
at dinner parties reflected their superior social standing 
and capital. 

Paul deals with “the strong’s” snobbishness in 
the context of the Lord’s Supper controversy (1 Cor 
11:17-34), which emerged from the household church’s 
wealthy patrons’ habit of arriving early to the gathering 
and beginning the meal, including its meat, without their 
lower-class ecclesial siblings, who were still at work. 
This practice threatened local church unity because it 
transposed Corinth’s sharply defined civil class structure 
into what was supposed to be an egalitarian commu-
nity.44 Paul’s instruction to “the strong,” according to 
Martin, is thus to avoid flaunting their civil status over 
“the weak.” The real scandal is ecclesial division; ritual 
purity merely functions as Paul’s rhetorical workhorse 
to express his sympathies with the lower classes and 
prescribe an egalitarian norm to the assembly. There,

the higher-status Corinthians should give up their 
prerogatives and adjust their behavior to meet 
the needs of the lower-status Christians who are 
offended by their practice of eating idol-meat. 
As was the case with the Lord’s Supper, so here 
Paul pursues a strategy of status reversal, siding 
with the weak, directing his criticisms toward the 
strong, and so overturning the normal expectations 
of upper-class ideology.45

The historical blind spots in traditional interpretations 
of First Corinthians do not completely erode the tradi-
tional teaching, but this new interpretation still allows 
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an important conclusion that relying on a narrow inter-
pretation of it for judging scandal is problematic. For 
example, one must question the ethical appropriateness 
of the bishops’ using it to judge the GSA controversy 
because it structurally equates lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgendered, queer, and questioning (LGBTQ) stu-
dents, as alleged givers of scandal, with “the strong” 
in Corinth. The bishops’ and trustees’ worries about 
GSAs emerge from their focus on and judgment of 
what the oppressed LGBTQ students—those seeking 
protection—and not their bullying oppressors bring to 
the school.46 Seeking protection from bullying is very 
different from “flaunting” one’s sexuality; one’s suffer-
ing from bullies for being and identifying as LGBTQ 
cannot be construed as the result of allegedly “flaunt-
ing”47 any aspect of that identity, unless one is in the 
habit of victim-blaming.48 The logical, existential, ethi-
cal, and historical problems thus illustrated within this 
category show the wisdom of Häring’s assessment that 
in practice, “it may be difficult, and perhaps well-nigh 
impossible, to determine with finality and in a purely 
legal fashion what actually is and what is not scandal in 
concrete circumstances.”49 

A Broader Conception of Scandal 
The traditional conceptualization of scandal of the weak 
does not suffer solely from the analytic and historical 
problems discussed above. It also suffers theologically 
from being too narrowly focused on the particulars of 
individual actions and misconstruing otherwise good 
actions as possible traps rather than opportunities for 
the whole Church to experience growth. Häring ex-
presses this concern within the context of explaining the 
problem of how one judges according to the traditional 
conception: “It is a serious duty to take into consider-
ation the weakness of another insofar as this redounds 
to the good of the soul and is within the bounds of sound 
reason. However, we may not permit this concern for the 
frailty of others to divert us to a mode of action which 
in the long run would prove even more hazardous (cf. 
Gal 2).”50 McDonagh expresses a sympathetic view that 
tackles the prior concern with how one conceives of 
scandal:

Despite its biblical roots and historical respect-
ability this [traditional] approach to scandal was 
very inadequate. It did not at all do justice to the 
full biblical tradition, particularly that of the New 
Testament. It took little account of the psycho-
logical and sociological implications, positive and 

negative. It belonged to a tradition of moral analy-
sis that was too juridical in form and negative in 
expression without sufficient attention to the real 
character of evil in the world. The tradition was too 
much concerned with individual actions without 
recognizing [an] historical process in which indi-
vidual actions belonged. And it considered only 
individual agents and not groups or communities 
as subjects of moral activity.51

Instead, McDonagh maintains that more empha-
sis should be afforded to the scandal of divine love52 
that is present in Jesus’ person. In the Gospels, Jesus 
challenges persons’ faith by associating with social 
outcasts, healing on the Sabbath, and overturning the 
moneychangers’ and vendors’ tables in the temple (Mk 
11:15-19; Jn 2:13-16). He emphasizes love of one’s 
neighbour and cultivating an authentic internal faith 
over a legalistic mindset of external adherence to custom 
and law as the mark of one’s holiness.53 As McDonagh 
maintains, part of the mission Jesus undertakes in these 
stories is to disturb partial or distorted conceptions of 
faith so they might grow into greater understandings.54 

Like the analysis of First Corinthians in terms of social 
class shows, it is sometimes possible to be distracted 
by a minor question and so ignore the greater one: “A 
scandal given frequently in the past has been rigorous 
insistence on small details, on secondary questions of 
discipline, while betraying the spirit of wholeness and 
ongoing conversion.”55 

The public struggle over the GSA question is perhaps 
not surprisingly most divergent concerning whether 
scandal of the weak is present, or why an alleged 
scandal of the weak is not “‘Pharisaical’ scandal.” 
For example, where resistance to GSAs is based on a 
perception that they would cause scandal of the weak, 
it is interesting that Catholic schools admit unmarried 
pregnant and parenting students without similarly judg-
ing their presence as suggesting the school approves of 
sexual intercourse outside marriage.56 Apparently, the 
Church judges their presence as either not scandalous or 
less scandalous than leaving them unserved. My point 
here is only to show how the range of possible choices 
and even the inconsistencies among them is a feature 
of judging (alleged) scandal of the weak, and how a 
reluctance to judge might be preferable for its efficacy 
in avoiding a too-hasty judgment that might have un-
intended negative consequences. Instead, however, the 
bishops and trustees have implicitly appropriated the 
disruptive scandal of Jesus for themselves by portraying 
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their resistance to GSAs as a religious truth that, when 
expressed through the denominational rights enjoyed 
by Ontario’s Catholic schools, contrasts with prevailing 
secular norms. Conflict aversion and excessive caution, 
or tutiorism,57 have taken priority over using conflict 
and struggle to promote personal and institutional 
growth. Failing to engage a more comprehensive view 
of scandal consequentially impedes the appreciation of 
its fuller theological meaning within the public ecclesial 
discourse both within and outside Catholic schools. 

It is apparent that setting this commitment as the 
Church’s counter-cultural stance against secular society 
has taken priority over another possible counter-cultural 
emphasis on standing in solidarity with LGBTQ stu-
dents in the face of oppression: 

The contradiction or discontinuity can too easily 
become a self-righteous defensive reaction against 
the Godgiven signs of the times and lead Church 
and Christian to rejection of the wider divine call 
embodied in current history in defense of nar-
rower ecclesiastical interests … Undiscerning or 
blind (Mt 15) self-indulgent and self-protective 
non-conformity in face of a particular civilization 
is no more an act of faith than an undiscerning self-
indulgent conformity.58 

McDonagh later characterizes this kind of response 
as a scandal given by the Church as an imperfect human 
institution: 

In the prevention of participation by so many 
members in Church life, in the inadequacy of 
structures for communication and judgment, in the 
preference for power rather than truth or justice, in 
the need for a new life-style for clergy, religious, 
and laity, the scandal of [humanity’s] ways in the 
Church is frequently manifested.59 

Judging some forms of scandal, and especially the 
scandal of the weak, thus rests on what (or what about 
it) is perceived as scandal, and what or whose interests 
carry the most weight in making a response. No matter 
what the outcome of this judgment, therefore, it remains 
a judgment for which there is potentially no final word 
available, and is thus legitimately controversial inside 
and outside the Church. 

As the nature of the scandal is thus sometimes contro-
versial, McDonagh proposes that its judgment take place 
through a process of slower assessment and discussion 
with everyone affected, rather than a pre-emptive sum-
mary judgment. His use of the word “prophetic” here 

strongly suggests conceiving of scandal in a way that 
aligns with the Sabbath-breaking Jesus and anti-elitist 
Paul, and allows for learning through trial, error, and 
correction: 

So the Church has to provide room for creative ex-
periment and prophetic word and action that may to 
human weakness appear scandalous in the primary 
Christian sense. Its response to such experiment 
and prophecy must be one of faith, seeking to 
understand and discriminate between the gracious 
God-given and the sinful [human]-laden. It must 
be one of patience because, Gamaliel-fashion, the 
Church should let the community through time 
arrive at a considered judgment. It must be one 
of love because the experimenter and the prophet 
need the loving support of the community if they 
are not to be isolated socially and psychologically 
and be distorted in their role into cranks and ec-
centrics.60

Such learning through trial and error naturally admits 
of risk, but arguably such risk is inherent in the vicissi-
tudes of human living and education; it is unrealistic to 
insulate—or even attempt to insulate—oneself from all 
occasions of controversy, since part of living inherently 
involves confronting choices about whether and how 
one wants to be faithful and act well. 

Following this line of thought implies that in situa-
tions like the GSA controversy, the Catholic community 
needs to receive fewer pre-emptive judgments based on 
hypothetical and conflict-averse presumptions, and be 
presented with more appreciative knowledge of how 
difficult and fallible knowing and judging scandal re-
ally is. Moreover, should such a judgment appropriate 
the acting person’s existential and moral choice, not 
acknowledge intra-ecclesial controversy, or not offer a 
defense for why scandal of the weak applies instead of 
the kind of scandal which challenges the Church to be 
more loving, the whole Church will lose an opportunity 
to grow. According to Häring, the reward to be gained 
from the risk of following “prophetic” voices and ex-
periments is great. In his view, cauterizing prophetic 
voices causes frustration and attrition: “It seems that 
the Church suffers much less from the so-called ‘impru-
dences’ of the prophets than from the inaction of those 
who do little more than call for cautiousness. By this 
kind of sad scandal the Church stands to lose the most 
dynamic persons and communities.”61 
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Considerations for Reforming the Judgment 
of Scandal in Schools 
So what are the practical implications of following 
thinkers like McDonagh and Häring into a broader con-
ception of scandal? Though not all education is reducible 
to schooling, Catholic schools nonetheless comprise an 
important part of the learning Church. Hence discussion 
of how scandal applies in these institutions is relevant as 
they are the public ecclesial settings where prominent 
decisions that reflect an understanding of and respect 
for magisterial teaching intersect with the multiple 
ideological orientations towards and interpretations of 
what it means to be Catholic. For heuristic purposes, a 
reasonable plurality of Catholic thought and practice can 
range from emphasizing rigorous doctrinal adherence 
to demonstrating respect (obsequium) for magisterial 
teaching even when conscience does not permit follow-
ing it. The school thus differs from how an individual or 
family might adjudicate scandal because it represents 
the intersection of several individuals and families.

I do not mean to obliterate the traditional definition; 
I only wish to expand it greatly. School and society 
should definitely still disapprove of direct scandal and 
acculturating persons into sinful habits. However, ob-
serving the problems of the traditional definition and 
judgment of scandal of the weak, and promoting greater 
use of the scandal of divine love for interpreting phe-
nomena in school and society, shows greater possibility 
for Christian response than summarily shying away or 
shielding oneself and others from the challenges and 
inherent risks of growing in faith. Whether this attitude 
is rooted in tendencies to doctrinal legalism, a socially 
conservative segment of Catholic thought and practice, 
or some other commitment or combination of influ-
ences, it can have potentially serious effects on Church 
and community participation, including reinscribing 
injustices. 

In cases like the GSA question, it can alienate 
LGBTQ persons from the Church and divert attention 
from a comprehensive approach to exploring how one 
coordinates being LGBTQ and Catholic. Finally, it can 
promote the same kind of insularity that Jesus’ love 
sought to disrupt. The worst conceptual error that can 
occur in Catholic schools and throughout the Church is 
mistaking the kind of scandal that genuinely promotes 
evil or sets bad examples for the kind that rightfully 
disturbs Church and society from the inadequacies of 
entrenched habits and outworn commitments. If any-

thing, the suggestion of scandal should not be the last 
word of a quick judgment, but the first word of a very 
long conversation aimed towards educative growth.

Graham McDonough is associate professor of Philosophical Foundations 
in the University of Victoria’s Faculty of Education, author of Beyond 
Obedience and Abandonment: Toward a Theory of Dissent in Catholic 
Education (2012), and co-editor of Discipline, Devotion, and Dissent: 
Jewish, Catholic, and Islamic Schooling in Canada (2013).
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The election of Donald J. Trump as President of the 
United States, his divisive election campaign, his policy 
proposals, and his appointments to senior administra-
tive posts have greatly alarmed those committed to faith 
and justice. Consequently, The Ecumenist has asked a 
number of scholars to provide for the Winter 2017 is-
sue a brief theological or ethical reflection on Trump’s 
election and its consequences for American society and 
the global community. Despite the tight deadlines, the 
response was overwhelming. The Ecumenist offers five 
of these reflections in this issue, with more to follow in 
the Spring issue. The reflections address topics such as 
Islamophobia, interfaith dialogue, gender, ecology, neo-
liberalism, and the future of civil discourse in public 
life. The Ecumenist is grateful to these contributors for 
their generosity and passionate commitment to justice, 
human dignity, and the common good.—David Seljak, 
editor, The Ecumenist

As When the Sun Sets on  
the American Empire

By David Pfrimmer 
Director, Centre for Public Ethics
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

The election of Donald J. Trump as president of the 
United States was the ‘shock’ heard ’round the 

world! All elections are about change. This election was 
about an electorate not ready to face the changes of a 
70-year-old aging superpower confronted by its limita-
tions, faced with new global realities, and conflicted 
by the memory of its own history of racism, slavery, 
‘exceptionalism,’ nativism, gender injustice, and milita-
rized patriotism. As the victorious cold-war superpower 
became an aging empire, the inevitable question was be-
ing asked: “What does it mean to be the US now?” The 
election was a clash of worldviews: Clinton’s “Stronger 
Together” and Trump’s “Make America Great Again.” 
Ironically, both shared the back-to-the-future approach 
of empires facing old age.

Chris Hedges wrote that the decline of the American 
empire began when the US went from being an “empire 
of production” to an “empire of consumption.”1 It has 
now become an “empire of illusion,” wrestling with its 
diminishing status. Much like a retiring CEO confront-

ing their loss of agency and power in retirement, the US 
is struggling with existential questions. Such transitions 
do not always go well. This transition will be no excep-
tion. The disgust and ugliness that marked this election 
cycle are symptoms of the difficulty. 

The worldview of an empire of illusion also clashes 
with the worldview of many churches and faiths. Let me 
offer a few for consideration.

Trumpism created a populist public without a 
purpose. Normally, populist movements seek to cre-
ate a “public” (i.e., a voluntary association of people 
who gather around an idea or cause with a positive, 
public purpose. In this election, a clash of worldviews 
was evident in the publics supporting the candidates. 
Donald Trump’s eclectic populist public clashed with 
the public that Clinton inherited from the Democratic 
Party. Trumpism’s anti-establishment, anti-media, 
anti-immigrant, anti-globalization, and generally anti-
everything stance is a form of ethnic nationalism that 
needs conspirators, villains, and enemies. Increasingly, 
politics and institutions may be driven by those capable 
of creating publics, even anxious and angry “left out” 
populist publics that have no positive public purpose.2 

In stark contrast, a Christian worldview summons 
global citizens “not to nationalism, [but] care of the 
nation,” for the vigilant care of humanity and creation.3 
Faith communities have been in the business of bringing 
people together to create publics where people belong 
and have a purpose informed by a vision of God’s reign. 
There will be no escape from a downward spiral and 
no healing of divisions in the US or among the nations 
without the contrite rejection of the destructive forces 
unleashed by Trumpism and the creation of new, more 
inclusive, civil, and humane publics. 

Trumpism acclaimed an American evangelical civil 
religion without civility. American exceptionalism is 
based on a powerful “civil religion” that proclaims that 
God has uniquely blessed that country and its mission 
in the world.4 At times it can be difficult to identify, 
since it has become so embedded in American institu-
tions, including churches. Trump’s campaign not only 
divided the United States, it divided churches and faith 
communities. Born-again/evangelical Christians (81%) 
voted for Trump; so did Protestants (58%) and white 
Catholics (60%). Interestingly, Jewish voters (71%) and 

Faith and Justice in the Era of Trump 
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the “Religiously unaffiliated” (68%) supported Clinton.5 
“The wall of white Christian voters held,” said Robert 
Jones, author of The End of White Christian America.6 
One consequence may be the resurgence of a more 
muscular, evangelical Christian form of civil religion 
seeking to restore the US as a “Christian nation,” but one 
without civility. 

Civil religion is not new. Israel’s public in the 11th 
century BCE wanted an authoritarian king. They got 
Saul, David, and Solomon. Walter Brueggemann notes 
how Israel’s “royal consciousness” was the basis of the 
“Solomonic achievement” in the 10th century BCE. 
Their sense of divine entitlement blinded them to their 
“economics of affluence,” their “politics of oppression,” 
and their control of their gods. Brueggemann points out 
that it “takes little imagination to see ourselves in this 
same royal tradition.”7 It was the true prophets, not the 
false prophets employed by the king, who had to keep 
the “dangerous memory” of hope alive—a hope based 
upon a commitment to do justice (loving neighbours), 
to peace (shalom), and to “mending the world” (Tikkun 
Olam).

Trumpism means economic globalization without the 
global. Beginning in the 1980s, economic globaliza-
tion has always been about restructuring national and 
international economies by liberalizing markets based 
upon the ten points of the Washington Consensus.8 
Governments were no longer able to safeguard the 
well-being of their citizens. Sanders and Trump have 
challenged omnibus trade agreements, but they may not 
have put an end to the other nine policies that continue 
economic restructuring and further inequality and in-
security. Trump’s advisors now say they believe in fair 
trade—fair for the United States, that is. 

In contrast to Trumpism’s “fairness,” many Christian 
churches advocate an economy of “enough for all,” 
marked by truly fair or just trade. In January 2004, after 
two years of working together, Canadian, Mexican, and 
US church representatives adopted a statement entitled 
“What Does God Require of Us? A Declaration on Just 
Trade in the Service of an Economy of Life”: it lays out 
the criteria by which to evaluate the fairness to all parties 
and peoples of trade agreements, particularly for vulner-
able people and communities.9 A popular adage defines 
insanity as doing the same thing over and over again 
and expecting a different result. Aging empires try to 
do again and again what they have always done, always 
hoping for a better result for themselves.

Trumpism means a new international order without 
order. The postwar international order—as disorderly 
as it sometimes was—was built on human rights, the 
rule of law, and economic development. Postwar inter-
national institutions were charged with implementing 
these commitments. Even so, Pax Americana was al-
ways awkward and dubious. The resurgent nationalism 
we are witnessing in Europe and now the US announces 
the beginning of a new international order without order. 
After the election, Barak Obama warned, “We are going 
to have to guard against a rise in a crude sort of national-
ism or ethnic identity or tribalism that is built around an 
us and a them.”10

For Christians, love is about bringing together that 
which the world is pulling apart, dividing, and separat-
ing. Pope Francis made this clear in his comments about 
Trump’s policies: “A person who thinks only about 
building walls, wherever they may be, and not building 
bridges, is not Christian.”11 An aging empire needs part-
ners, not enemies, if there is to be an order to safeguard 
peace. 

Trumpism means being Conservative without con-
serving. Trumpism’s indifference to the plight of the 
planet due to climate change is alarming. Like most 
Republicans, Donald Trump has called climate change 
a “con job” and a “hoax,” and famously tweeted that the 
concept was “created by and for the Chinese in order to 
make US manufacturing non-competitive.”12 He said he 
would cancel the Paris accord and has proposed energy 
policies that would expand the use of coal and fossil fu-
els. He even talked about “scrapping” the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA)13 and chose Oklahoma 
Attorney General Scott Pruitt, who is an ally of the fossil 
fuel industry and part of a legal challenge to President 
Obama’s climate change policies, to head the EPA.14

Climate change is a pivotal test for humanity. Many 
churches have been working on this issue since 1990, 
“when climate change was identified by the scientific 
community as one of the most threatening social and 
ecological issues of our times, affecting Creation as a 
whole.”15 The United Nations recognized the impor-
tant moral contribution church representatives made to 
the Paris process.16 Trumpism’s failure to take climate 
change seriously reveals the deeper bankruptcy of many 
“conservatives”: they don’t conserve!

Trumpism is a theology of glory without glory. Make-
America-Great-Again is what Martin Luther would call 
a “theology of glory” (Theologia gloriae). Douglas 
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John Hall suggests that a theology of glory might be 
equated today with triumphalism. It is an ideology that 
serves those who cling to it as a “system of interpretation 
that functions for its adherents as a full and sufficient 
credo, a source of personal authority, and an intellectu-
ally and psychologically comforting insulation from the 
frightening and chaotic mishmash of daily existence.”17 
“Make America Great Again” has the pungent stench of 
a triumphalist theology of glory. 

In contrast, Luther tells Christians to engage the world 
under a “theology of the cross” (Theologia crucis). A 
theology of the cross, Hall points out, is a “theology that 
takes the compassion of God more seriously than God’s 
alleged ‘power.’”18 A theology of the cross begins with 
the human vulnerability of God in God’s incarnation as 
Jesus of Nazareth. When faced with the triumphalism 
that longs for the greatness of the past, Christians see the 
world through the eyes of the vulnerable, disrupting our 
comfortable royal consciousness and reawakening the 
dangerous memory of God’s promise of life’s flourish-
ing for all.

What does the Lord require of us?19 “We have met 
the enemy and he is us,” notes the comic strip character 
Pogo.20 Many sincere people supported Donald Trump. 
Nevertheless, in Trumpism, Christians are confronted by 
extremism in their own faith community. It will require 
pastoral courage, sensitivity, and critical theological 
thinking to challenge those who, as William Barber II 
noted, “Say so much about what God says so little. And 
who say so little about what God says so much!”21

Glynnis MacNicol, a Canadian living in New York, 
writes, “Canada is the hero America needs right now.” 
Canada is “behaving with a national heroism America 
traditionally likes to associate solely with itself.”22 
Canada should not feel smug, particularly with its 
own history of injustice, violence, and collusion in the 
American empire. However, Canadian people of faith 
need to be who we are in these dark times so that in a 
modest way, we might serve as a “dangerous memory” 
of the true “greatness” our friends in the US might 
achieve.
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The Representation of Muslim Women  
in the Trump Era

By Idrisa Pandit, Director of Studies in Islam
Renison University College, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario

During the 2016 Democratic National Convention, 
Ghazala Khan, a Gold Star mother, stood by her 

husband’s side as he spoke about the pain they have 
endured since the loss of their son in the American 
invasion of Iraq. Then-candidate Donald Trump bra-
zenly insulted Mrs. Khan on Twitter by suggesting that 
her husband had not granted her permission to speak, 
thereby perpetuating the historical stereotype of Muslim 
women without agency, always needing someone else 
to speak for them. Trump’s Islamophobic message of 
115 characters on Twitter beamed out to millions of 
people, and “Trumpeteers” circulated and repackaged 
this falsehood, denigrating a mother who made the 
ultimate sacrifice for the nation she calls home. Such 
denigration of Muslim women is merely a re-emergence 
of historical orientalist tropes of the “Muslim woman” 
as an objectified, exotic, oppressed, voiceless being, one 
who is incapable of representing “her emotions, pres-
ence, or history.”1

Recently, we have seen this image successfully used 
to justify bloodshed in Afghanistan. Faced with growing 
opposition to the growth of the International Security 
Assistance Force (ISAF) among some European 
women, the CIA recommended exploiting the media to 
promote personal stories of abuse of Muslim women in 
Afghanistan to turn the tide of public opinion. The CIA 
called Afghan women “ideal messengers in humanizing 
the ISAF role,” whose testimony would help “overcome 
the pervasive skepticism among women in Western 
Europe toward the ISAF mission.”2   

The constructed image of an oppressed Muslim 
woman required constant upkeep in 2016. Earlier in 
the year, the American public was faced with stories of 
real Muslim women who shattered it by representing 
their country in the Olympics. Dalilah Muhammad, who 
became the first American woman to win a gold medal 
in the 400-metre hurdles, and Ibtihag Muhammad, the 
first American hijab-wearing athlete, challenged stereo-
types by bringing home a bronze in fencing. There were 
twelve other Muslim women medallists from Tunisia, 
Egypt, Iran, Azerbaijan, Turkey, Indonesia, Russia, 
Kosovo, and Kazakhstan, and many more participated.3 
While hijab-wearing Muslim women participating in the 

Olympics is not a new phenomenon, the animated dis-
cussion and media scrutiny surrounding Muhammad’s 
hijab demonstrated American society’s obsession with 
Muslim women’s clothing. By contrast, there was little 
to no discussion of other Muslim athletes, especially 
non-hijabi Muslim athletes. The debate showed that the 
classic monolithic representation of Muslim women as 
oppressed and powerless had been unsettled in the sports 
arena. Months later, Trump would attempt to retreat to 
Orientalist stereotypes.

The Rebirth of Gendered Islamophobia
Gendered Islamophobia, with its long history, is being 
reborn at a time when racism, sexism, and bigotry are 
increasingly normalized. Sexist and Islamophobic at-
tacks on visibly Muslim women are on the rise in the 
US. As the Southern Poverty Law Centre reports, bias-
related reports of harassment and intimidation in the 
United States since the election have surpassed the one-
thousand mark, with 112 incidents specifically targeting 
Muslims as of December 16.4 Trump’s campaign has 
created an environment of diminishing accountability 
for race-motivated hate crimes, and racists have become 
emboldened and, some might say, fearless. For example, 
10 hours after Trump’s victory speech, a student on the 
San Jose University campus was attacked from behind 
by a man who pulled her hijab and started to choke her.5 
Soon after, Muslim women expressed their fears on so-
cial media as they struggled with how to be visible in the 
changed America of Trump. 

The poisonous rhetoric of Trump’s campaign has had 
a direct impact on how fellow Americans view Muslims 
today. While Islamophobia industry has been active and 
well-funded in the United States for many years,6 recent-
ly there has been a dramatic increase in the disapproval 
rate of Muslims among Americans, rising to 45.5 per-
cent in 2016 from 26 percent a decade ago. Muslims are 
designated as the most hated group in America today.7 

Revival of the Civilizational Divide Discourse
Not only do Muslim women have to defend against these 
personal attacks, they must now explain their continued 
participation in an “evil” global force, Islam. Trump’s 
presidency is the dawn of a new phase of engagement 
with Muslims, one guided by the clash-of-civilizations 
model of Samuel Huntington.8 While echoes of this 
divisive discourse were present in the two Bush ad-
ministrations, manifested in policies that led to the two 
Gulf wars, they will have a new life in the Trump White 
House. For example, speaking to conservative Catholics 
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at the Vatican, Steve Bannon, Trump’s incoming chief 
strategist and senior counselor, laid out his crusader 
vision for the future: “If you look back at the long his-
tory of the Judeo-Christian West struggle against Islam, 
I believe that our forefathers kept their stance, and I 
think they did the right thing. I think they kept it out of 
the world, whether it was at Vienna, or Tours, or other 
places… It bequeathed to us the great institution that is 
the church of the West.”9

Hate is no longer a private affair, as many of the 
Trump nominees for cabinet and senior administration 
posts are well-documented Islamophobes. 

It is alarming when public policy is driven by racists 
who embody the discourse of division between the West 
and the Rest. Trump’s nominee for National Security 
Advisor, General Michael Flynn, reaffirms anti-Islam 
and anti-Muslim sentiment in his book, The Field of 
Fight: How We Can Win the Global War against Radical 
Islam and Its Allies. He calls this fight a “world war 
against a messianic mass movement of evil people.” 
Pseudo-scholars, whom Hamid Dabashi calls “native 
informers” and “intellectual compradors,” will be the 
only kind of Muslims that Trump and his team will con-
sult and promote as they continue to demonize Islam in 
the service of imperialism.10 These informers glorify the 
culture of the “West” as superior to the inferior barbaric 
cultures of the Muslim “East,” and find ways to sanction 
and justify the war projects. 

Trump’s anti-Muslim sentiment is quickly cross-
ing borders. Even in Canada, anti-Muslim attitudes 
are growing. A 2016 Environics survey revealed that 
Muslims in Canada are viewed “with discomfort, if not 
suspicion, by some.” One in three Canadian Muslims 
reported to have felt discrimination in the past five years 
due either to their religion or ethnicity.11 Two thirds of 
Canadians also favour screening prospective immigrants 
to Canada for anti-Canadian values.12 Meanwhile, 
France’s Marie Le Pen, Dutch politician Geert Wilders, 
and other right-wing nationalist leaders in Europe find 
common ground with Trump’s anti-immigrant, anti-
Muslim rhetoric. Even India’s ruling Hindu Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP) celebrated Trump’s victory, which 
gave a boost to the BJP ideologues who wish to cleanse 
India of all its Muslims and engage in ghar-wapsi 
(forcible religious conversions of non-Hindus) and gau-
raksha (cow vigilante violence).13

Faith and Solidarity
Of course, Muslim women are defending themselves, 
their community, and their faith. For example, Mirriam 

Seddiq, an immigration and criminal defense lawyer 
in Virginia, created a political action committee called 
American Muslim Women to counter Trump’s dis-
course of hate, to promote voter registration among 
Muslim women, and to encourage them to run for 
public office.14 Challenging Trump’s use of Twitter to 
demonize Muslims, insult Muslim women, and per-
petuate Orientalist stereotypes, Muslim women used the 
same social media platform to counter the tired stereo-
type of the silenced Muslim woman with the hashtag 
#CanYouHearUsNow. They owned their narrative, and 
what the world got to see online was diverse and talented 
Muslim women shattering the monolithic stereotypical 
image of the “the Muslim woman.”

Now is the time, when Islamophobia is legitimated 
by those in high office, for solidarity across faiths, 
cultures, and genders. Now is the time for faith leaders 
who support anti-oppressive approaches to interfaith 
work, especially in North America and Europe, to play 
a positive role in the lives of Muslims. In the United 
States, these interfaith leaders must publicly confront 
Islamophobic Christian leaders, such as Jerry Falwell 
Jr., James Dobson, Ralph Reed, and others who endorse 
and support Trump’s vision. They must remember that 
religion has been deployed in the service of the imperial-
ist state from early on. Religious chauvinism has had a 
role to play in the lives of Muslim women ever since the 
colonial incursions of Western states into Muslim com-
munities. Such work continues today, poorly disguised 
as campaigns to save Muslim women through Christian 
missionary work and other so-called development 
projects conducted by well-financed non-governmental 
organizations, both religious and secular. The saving-
Muslim-women syndrome from the culture of patriarchy 
has now evolved to the agenda of saving these women 
from the faith itself.

As Lila Abu-Lughod reminds us in her important 
work on Muslim women’s lives, the narrative of saving 
Muslim women from something entails the assumption 
that they are being saved not only from something bad, 
but to something else that is better and superior.15 Faith 
leaders who uphold anti-oppressive approaches to in-
terfaith work must play a public role in countering this 
dangerous attitude towards Muslim women and their 
faith, healing wounds, and bringing people together in 
the struggle to overcome hatred, especially hatred per-
petuated in the name of their own religion. 

Now is the time for alliances and solidarity among 
feminists, both religious and secular. Reductionist, cul-
turally superior, and imperialist approaches to women’s 
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liberation have often divided secular and Muslim femi-
nists. The work of feminist political philosopher Martha 
Nussbaum16 and legal scholar Letti Volpp17 are excellent 
examples of overcoming the divide between Muslim 
and secular feminist scholarship. Muslim feminists are 
actively setting rules for this engagement in solidarity, 
thereby helping their sisters avoid the traps of imperi-
alist feminism.18 For example, since the election, the 
majority of violent hate crimes have targeted women 
who are visibly Muslim. The appropriate response to 
this violence is not to advise women to remove their 
hijab, but rather to insist that women have the liberty to 
express themselves, including through their choice of 
dress. Muslims will also have to adapt. Recent attempts 
at solidarity between the Muslim community and the 
LGBTQ community19 are alliances that were unheard of 
in the past. Muslims in general—and Muslim women in 
particular—will need to organize and assert their power 
as a collective to fight against the normalization of vio-
lence against Muslims. 

Feminists of all stripes must unite at this juncture 
when the dignity of all women is threatened and bullies 
make light of objectification and commodification of 
women’s bodies. There is no better time for all women to 
rise together to end the hate and bigotry and call out the 
racism and sexism that is at the heart of Trump’s rhetoric 
and many of those who support it. It is time to use wis-
dom, be it informed by religious or secular principles of 
peace and justice, to work in solidarity with one another. 
Otherwise, there is danger that even people of goodwill 
will become complicit through silence and inaction. 

Muslim Women and Trump
In spite of his dislike of Muslim women, Trump may 
have to endure their company on the world stage. After 
all, of the ten female Muslim heads of various modern 
nation states, three are still in power. Muslim women in 
the United States continue to participate in public life 
and refuse to remain silent. Muslims, as well as their 
friends and allies in religious communities and secular 
feminist organizations, will work to shift the focus of 
the debate on Islam and public life from controlling 
the lives of Muslim women to examining forms of 
hegemony, global governance measures, and national 
policies that disrupt the lives of Muslims the world over. 
In North America, they will have to cooperate to change 
the language of discrimination from one grounded in 
the paradigm of the clash of cultures, faiths, and values 
to one rooted in a truly pluralistic system of belong-
ing in an equitable and just society. The first step is to 

avoid essentializing “the Muslim woman.” Othering 
Muslim women will never build understanding. It will 
continue to create confusion and fear. Muslim women’s 
representation as free and equal social beings in North 
America can begin with an honest reflection on the pain 
that prejudice and discrimination cause for millions of 
Muslim women. 
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An Election Victory for  
Vulgar Anti-humanism

By Don Schweitzer
McDougald Professor of Theology, St. Andrew’s College, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

On November 8, 2016, Donald Trump became 
president-elect of the United States. Trump and 

his improbable election are a complex phenomenon. 
What does he represent? One answer can be found in 
a typology developed by philosopher Charles Taylor. 
Taylor argues that there are three main positions regard-
ing religious belief in North Atlantic societies today: 
1) believers who argue that fullness of life can only 
be experienced through a relationship to the divine, 2) 
secular humanists who repudiate religion as leading to 
fanaticism and violence, as keeping individuals in an 
infantile state, and deflecting energy and attention away 
from improving life on earth, and 3) anti-humanists, 
who reject religion for the most part, but who also 
rebel against secular humanist ideals of enhancing life 
for all.1 The anti-humanists are spiritual descendants 
of Friedrich Nietzsche.2 They repudiate “the values of 
the Enlightenment”3 as well as the belief that suffering, 
evil, and violence can be removed from life. They reject 
humanist goals of promoting the equality and dignity of 
all as stifling. They seek a non-religious transcendence, 
something noble and great, and are willing to sacrifice 
lives to attain it. Taylor discusses anti-humanism mainly 
as a theoretical stance. However, he notes that it can be 
manifested in fascist movements and democratic forms 
of nationalism.4 Trump’s election represents a victory 
for a vulgar form of this anti-humanism. 

Trump as Vulgar Anti-humanist
Trump’s anti-humanism is vulgar in two ways. First, it 
is expressed with a garden-variety vulgarity, frequently 
displayed in Trump’s campaign rhetoric and comments 
about women, people with disabilities, his opponents, 
Muslims, and immigrants. Second, Trump’s is not 
the studied anti-humanism of a Nietzsche or a Michel 
Foucault. Yet it represents a genuine revolt against 

humanist ideals. Trump’s anti-humanism is evident in 
his tacit repudiation of Enlightenment commitments to 
truth, logical reasoning, critical investigation, and ap-
propriate argument. Trump has demonstrated disrespect 
for scientific research and genuine dialogue. His unend-
ing factual errors, misrepresentations, and refusal to 
stand by his own previous statements indicate that, like 
Nietzsche,5 he has no qualms about false opinions as 
long as they serve his ends. Trump’s misogynist, racist, 
and xenophobic views display contempt for humanist 
values like the equality and dignity of all, respect for hu-
man rights, the importance of justice and compassion for 
others, and the primary value of enhancing and preserv-
ing life. Trump seeks a transcendence of sorts. He wants 
to make America great again. 

One source of Trump’s anti-humanism is his in-
troverted nationalism,6 which seeks to roll back the 
inroads made by a globalized world into America. 
Trump exploits the opportunities globalization creates 
for American businesses abroad. Yet he is aggressively 
intolerant of changes it has effected in American society, 
and he rejects the extensions globalization brings to so-
cial responsibility for others beyond America’s borders. 
Trump’s nationalism is a form of political romanticism. 
He extolls a myth of origin, America’s former greatness. 
Most nations and ethnic communities have a myth of 
origin. These tend to be interpreted in binary symbolic 
terms that legitimate discourses of liberty and repres-
sion.7 Myths of origin tend to posit a division between 
the community’s members in good standing, to whom 
the discourse of freedom applies, and others, whose 
identities are polluted by the discourse of repression. 
The former deserve respect, solidarity, and communal 
support. The latter must be contained, excluded, or 
subjugated. A myth of origin tends to generate hostil-
ity towards others unless tempered by an unconditional 
demand for social justice.8 Yet such a demand can foster 
a reifying rationalism that regards people as objects 
to be manipulated and destroys the cultural sources of 
their communal identity.9 It is partly because of this that 
secular humanism, which presents itself as a demand 
for social justice, generates anti-humanist responses. 
Trump’s myth of America’s former greatness, untram-
melled by any demand for universal social justice, has 
legitimated racist and xenophobic behaviour by white 
citizens in the United States and Canada. 

How Did Trump Get Elected?
Trump’s election appears to have resulted partly from 
voter disenchantment with established political candi-
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dates and from his ability to garner support from the 
white working class. Trump promised to protect workers’ 
jobs and wages. Ironically, his vulgarity, which initially 
made his election seem unlikely, may have helped him 
connect to the working-class value of straight talk,10 
while positioning him as a political outsider in a time 
of discontent with established politics. Trump managed 
to shift the application of the discourses of liberty and 
repression for a significant number of white Americans 
by identifying American liberals and the political left, 
with their humanist values of respect for others, “as just 
a bunch of censors…the instruments of repression,” and 
himself as “the vehicle of emancipation.”11 Yet it must 
be recognized that Trump succeeded in speaking to “a 
dispossessed poor,”12 the white working class, whose 
economic needs are real, who deserve respect, and who 
were not effectively addressed by his political oppo-
nents. However, in 1934 the United Church of Canada 
issued a report containing a warning about those who 
“veil their private interests in the garments of national 
honor and glory”13 to utilize economic nationalism for 
their own gain. Whether Trump’s presidency will benefit 
the working poor who voted for him remains to be seen. 

American Greatness?
If Trump wants to make America great again, it is legiti-
mate to ask, when was it great in the past? This depends 
on how one defines greatness. According to Isaiah 
58:6-14, greatness lies in loosing the bonds of injustice 
and letting the oppressed go free. When has America 
demonstrated this kind of greatness? One occasion 
was when Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation 
Proclamation in 1862. From then on, the civil war was 
waged over the abolition or preservation of slavery. The 
Emancipation Proclamation led to the passage of the 
13th Amendment to the Constitution in 1865, which 
officially ended slavery in America. It is staggering to 
think that a party and country once led by someone of 
Lincoln’s calibre are now led by Trump. 

 It would be very difficult to roll back the cultural, 
religious, and ethnic diversity that globalization and im-
migration have brought to North Atlantic societies. This 
diversity makes cross-cultural dialogue and co-existence 
“real, unavoidable, and necessary,”14 and has dialogized 
the identities of many working- and middle-class white 
people, so that their best and worst aspects come to the 
fore. While many embrace diversity, welcome immi-
grants and refugees, and work to eradicate sexism and 
racism, others assert defensive and aggressive postures 
along lines of racial, religious, and national differences. 

Lincoln concluded his first Inaugural Address by argu-
ing that in times of such social division, leaders need 
to appeal to the “better angels of our nature.”15 Trump 
has mostly chosen to do the opposite, playing upon and 
exacerbating the fears and prejudices of some white 
Americans that have little basis in fact. 

The story of Cain and Abel in Genesis 4:1-16 teaches 
that the bonds of social responsibility extend across the 
differences of race, class, religion, and nationality.16 It 
expresses a teaching central to Judaism, Christianity, 
Islam, and many other religions: we belong to one 
another; we are each other’s keeper. One mark of the 
greatness of any society is how well it embodies this 
call for solidarity, justice, and compassion that knows 
no borders. It is possible to respect people’s cultural 
identities, myths of origins, and community traditions 
while accepting this demand for social justice. Cultures 
and communities are dynamic realities. Accepting this 
demand does not mean that these will be destroyed. It 
can become a guideline shaping how they are creatively 
transformed, so that they become more than they previ-
ously were. Paul Tillich, who fled to America to escape 
fascism in Germany in the 1930s, argued that those who 
truly love their country and culture desire that these em-
body social justice.17 Judith Butler recently spoke of the 
obligation citizens have in Western countries to extend 
equality beyond the limits of their own nations and com-
munities.18 These are two of the better angels that North 
Atlantic societies should listen to today.19 
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Trump, Conspiracy,  
and the Apocalypse

By Carmen Celestini
Doctoral Candidate, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, 
Ontario

In the 2016 presidential election, conspiracy theories 
have evolved from being met with incredulity and 

mockery to being the centre of political discourse. A 
new vocabulary is being created to articulate the politi-
cal environment in America, as “post truth” and “fake 
news” become part of the daily coverage of a Trump 
administration. News outlets cite Breitbart News, The 
Drudge Report, and InfoWars as representative of 
post-truth news coverage for Trump’s supporters. As 
media outlets try to comprehend the various groups 
who receive their news from these sites, an important 
demographic is ignored. In a recent article for The 
New Yorker, editorial correspondent Andrew Martinez 
stated that there exist four subgroups within the audi-
ence of Breitbart News: white nationalists (the so-called 
alt-right), internet trolls, anti-feminists, and paranoid 
conspiracists.1 I would argue that there exists a fifth sub-
group: conservative Christians with overlapping beliefs 
in conspiracy theories. 

The initial assessment of these websites focused on 
the shocking conspiratorial headlines without delving 
into deeper analysis. In fact, these ideas and headlines 
have been dismissed without examining the powerful 
interaction between these conspiratorial narratives about 
power that have appeared in the election campaign of 
Donald Trump. A more careful analysis of these head-
lines reveals that representatives of the conservative 
alt-media and conservative Christian media are working 
in conjunction to create a Republican Party that supports 
culture-war issues based on the premise of a widespread 
persecution of Christians in America. Culture-war issues 

and persecution of Christians are linked to neoliberal 
economic and political policies in a form of Christian 
libertarianism. The marriage of convenience between 
the Christian right and the GOP has evolved into a part-
nership of “political soul mates”2 working together to 
politically mobilize conservative Christians. 

Conspiracy theories create an understanding or 
interpretation of current events by linking them to a 
historical timeframe that usually supports the world-
view of the interpreter. Among conservative Christians, 
these interpretations are made predominantly through a 
biblical lens, more specifically in relation to signs of the 
apocalypse. These signs or symbols are usually culture-
war issues such as feminism, LGBTQ rights, abortion, 
and school prayer, all of which are perceived as proof 
of the immorality of contemporary society. Law scholar 
Mark Fenster argues that institutional instability coupled 
with the marginalization of people in the democratic 
process can naturally develop the acceptance of con-
spiracy theories.3 For example, some people interpreted 
emails posted on Wikileaks from campaign chairman 
John Podesta’s account as proof that the Clinton cam-
paign was evil. Simple emails about dinner plans were 
interpreted as invitations to satanic rituals or “Spirit 
Dinners.” Others charged that if Clinton were elected, 
her administration would release “Satan’s minions” into 
the ultimate position of power in America.

After the election, pollster Nate Silver reported that 
81% of white evangelicals threw their support behind 
Trump. Sites such as Breitbart News and InfoWars, in 
conjunction with televangelists and Christian leaders’ 
sites, played an important role in this mobilization. 
These social networks allowed for a bridging between 
politically and religiously conservative communities on 
the internet, where apocalyptic thought and conspiracy 
theories could meld, each supporting the other’s hy-
potheses of signs and symbols of the end time. Political 
science scholar Michael Barkun has named the melded 
beliefs “improvisational conspiracism,” a bricolage of 
religion, occultism, and conspiracy theories, all of which 
are necessary ingredients. During the Republican prima-
ries and the presidential election, those who supported 
Trump reported that they were experiencing economic 
anxiety, an increase in the immorality of society, and the 
inability to be recognized. In some cases, they sensed 
that they were being persecuted in the public sphere by 
both “liberal society” and the political institutions of 
the country. Sites such as Breitbart News and InfoWars 
helped to create a revival of sorts for the “silent major-
ity,” through an attack on democratic institutions, liberal 
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society at large, and the “liberal” churches. Given this 
distrust and sense of disenfranchisement, ideas of con-
spiracy seem plausible.4

Among conspiracists, ideas of infiltrations and 
powerlessness foster a sense of impending catastro-
phe. Catastrophe can emerge from demographic shifts, 
alterations in the status system, economic depression, 
and industrialization. Such catastrophes can cause 
intense social change, which can, as Michael Barkun 
states, “destroy an individual’s true society.” Moreover, 
Barkun argues that catastrophes do not have to occur 
to create an overbearing sense of dread; they can be 
anticipated.5 This sense of catastrophe was propagated 
by well-known Christian leaders. For example, James 
Dobson, founder of Focus on the Family, spoke at the 
2016 Values Voter Summit and declared that a Clinton 
presidency would lead to a catastrophe from which there 
could be no recovery. In fact, he said, “We will go down 
in flames, maybe literally, if we put the wrong person 
in power.”6 Catastrophe, by removing what is familiar, 
removes the frame of reference by which we would nor-
mally evaluate statements and ideas.7 Once the familiar 
is removed and the power of anticipated catastrophe 
takes over, conspiracy theories, such as those related to 
the Illuminati or the control of the government by an evil 
cabal, can seem logical in the vacuum of explanations 
for what is happening. 

Steve Bannon, former executive chair of Breitbart 
News and current White House chief strategist for 
Trump, stated in an interview that the decline of America 
in the 21st century is linked to “a crisis both of our 
church, a crisis of our faith, a crisis of the West, a crisis of 
capitalism.”8 Bannon’s definition of capitalism is linked 
to the spiritual and moral foundations of Christianity. 
Breitbart News is founded on the idea that one must ad-
dress economic issues and culture-war issues to speak 
directly to socially conservative Christians. Breitbart 
is framed as “the voice of the anti-abortion movement, 
[and] the voice of the traditional marriage movement.”9 
Breitbart News propagated this idea of Christianity 
under attack through news articles that presented the 
persecution of Christianity in America, especially focus-
ing on anti-Christian “hate speech.”10 Other articles link 
the persecution of Christian to the policies of President 
Obama and Hillary Clinton. Their support of culture-
war issues, such as LGBTQ rights, access to abortion, 
and women’s rights, are presented as proof of the di-
minishing Christian faith in America and as support for 
Islam. InfoWars simultaneously posted similar articles, 
as well as linking directly to Breitbart. 

These same topics can be found on some conserva-
tive Christian leaders’ websites and social media. Tony 
Perkins, president of the Family Research Council, 
posts articles on its website that echo what can be 
found on Breitbart and InfoWars. Perkins writes on the 
persecution of Christians and the American punish-
ment of Christians through LGBTQ rights legislation. 
Well-known evangelist Franklin Graham also writes on 
the topic of Christian persecution in America through 
these “evil” human rights laws, and promotes GOP and 
conservative candidates. Graham tells his followers that 
“our ongoing job as Christians is to make the impact 
of Christ felt in every area of life—social, religious, 
political, and economic.”11 Furthermore, in an article 
for Graham’s ministry’s Decision Magazine, a reporter 
wrote, “Prayer cannot be separated from patriotism, 
particularly for Christians who have a Biblical mandate 
to pray, vote and engage.”12 

These religious leaders link culture-war issues, con-
servatism, economics, and politics in a way reminiscent 
of Rev. James Fifield and Rev. Billy Graham in post–
World War II America. As Kevin M. Kruse argues in his 
book One Nation Under God, Fifield and other conser-
vative religious leaders were foundational in creating a 
“Christian libertarianism.” Christianity and capitalism 
soon became “political soul mates,” and articles on 
Breitbart, InfoWars, and various church leaders’ web-
sites create an “echo chamber” of sorts that propagates 
this relationship between Christianity and capitalism. 

This online echo chamber was reinforced on televi-
sions. In their broadcasts, Christian leaders no longer 
stand at a pulpit. Now they sit at desks, like mainstream 
news anchors, and review the news through a biblical 
lens. Most often this lens is apocalyptic and highlights 
the role of Islam as the enemy of the faith. These shows 
are where many of Trump’s supporters get their news—
not from CNN, Fox, or MSNBC. The crossover between 
Breitbart, InfoWars, and Christian broadcasting creates 
reinforcement through repetition of the interpretation of 
contemporary political, economic, and culture issues. 

Finally, conservative Christian groups promote the 
same theories online, far below the radar of mainstream 
media. The followers of these news sites and Christian 
leaders have migrated to new social media sites created 
specifically to disseminate this mix of news, religion, 
and conspiracy articles for open discussion.

To see the influence of the promoters of this mixture, 
we need look no further than the cabinet Trump is as-
sembling. While media, rightfully so, are highlighting 
each controversial appointment, they do not understand 
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that these appointments represent a capitulation to the 
Christian culture warriors who got Trump elected. His 
cabinet appointments are anti-LGBTQ rights, anti-
abortion and birth control, anti-Islam, and pro-religious 
schooling. Many of those with appointments have dis-
seminated many of the conspiracy theories and Christian 
apocalyptic topics through their own websites and social 
media. 

Many in the mainstream media ask how 81percent of 
white Evangelicals could support Trump, considering 
his questionable sexual attitudes and behaviour. Only an 
investigation into the conspiracy theories promoted by 
Christian and alt-media sites can provide the answer to 
that question. His supporters hope that Trump’s election 
will mean that they are finally winning the culture war 
and that catastrophe is being avoided. More importantly, 
those in the grassroots movement of improvisational 
conspiracists feel they now have a spokesperson who 
speaks their “truth,” who is the voice of the “silent 
majority,” and most importantly has provided a sense 
of security from persecution, disenfranchisement, and 
the deterioration of the democratic institutions of the 
country.
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Dialogue and Truth-Seeking  
in a Post-Truth Culture

By Catherine E. Clifford
Saint Paul University, Ottawa, Ontario

Even before Americans had cast their ballots in the 
presidential election this year, Oxford dictionaries 

declared “post-truth” to be its international word of the 
year. The adjective denotes “circumstances in which 
objective facts are less influential in shaping public 
opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.”1 
While this term was not entirely new, in 2016, its use 
increased 2,000-fold as it was pressed into service by 
many attempting to describe the stunning political suc-
cess of business tycoon Donald Trump. The Society for 
German Language followed suit, making postfaktisch 
the German word of the year and noting that the pro-
motion of convictions unburdened by fact extends far 
beyond the context of the United States.2 

Politicians, corporations, and other powerful interests 
have become adept at manipulating public opinion—
through the use of traditional media, the internet, and 
the pervasive influence of new social media (Twitter, 
Facebook, blogs, etc.), making claims unburdened by 
fact, playing on the frustrations, insecurities, and fears 
of those feeling threatened in a world of yawning eco-
nomic disparity and rapid social change. Politicians and 
governments have mastered the use of strategies bor-
rowed from the world of marketing to brand themselves 
and counter-brand opponents. Slick messaging and 
communications strategy beat thoughtful, science-based 
policy development. 

The Republican establishment, supported by a large 
portion of the American electorate, has made a Faustian 
pact with a man of volatile temperament following a 
shameless campaign of verbal abuse and scapegoating, 
of misogyny and anti-immigrant rhetoric. Americans 
have elected a self-serving narcissist as the leading 
servant of the public good. Often contradicting himself, 
Mr. Trump has demonstrated a remarkable contempt for 
the truth, beginning long before this election, with his 
protracted “birther” campaign. For years, Trump repeat-
edly denied the natural citizenship of Barack Obama, 
sowing doubts about his eligibility for the office of 
president. During the recently concluded presidential 
election campaign, fact-checkers strained to keep up 
with the “extreme, unprecedented quantity of Trump 
falsehoods.”3 Among the most frequent were his indis-
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criminate identification of Muslim refugees—especially 
of the Syrian kind—with terrorists; of Mexican immi-
grants with “rapists” and drug dealers; his claims that 
“nobody really knows” whether climate change is real; 
his suggestion, against all evidence to the contrary, that 
there is no growth in the American economy, that US 
murder rates are at a 45-year high, and that the vote was 
“rigged.” These and many other fallacious claims were 
delivered in a combative style, as Trump egged his sup-
porters on to violence. As a troubling indicator of Mr. 
Trump’s intolerance of differing viewpoints, those fa-
vouring more critical perspectives, including accredited 
journalists, were frequently ejected from his rallies—
forcibly removed and subjected to verbal and even 
physical abuse by unruly supporters. While president-
elect Trump has more recently enjoyed the benefit of the 
doubt by many who hope that the burden of office will 
have a taming effect, his shocking disregard for truth and 
barefaced displays of incivility should not be forgotten. 

Since November 8, many Americans have been 
engaged in a kind of collective soul searching, try-
ing to make sense of how a man who has shown such 
pervasive contempt for the truth—extending beyond 
his political rhetoric to dubious business affairs, offen-
sive personal conduct, and questionable tax avoidance 
schemes—might be elected to lead the nation. The 
American Jesuit Thomas Reese, writing soon after 
election day, has suggested that the American Catholic 
Church is uniquely positioned to contribute to the heal-
ing of a nation whose deep divisions along political, 
economic, racial, gender, and generational lines have 
now been laid bare.4 This is a surprising assertion, 
since many US bishops chose to remain quietly on 
the sidelines and failed to challenge Trump’s unapolo-
getically divisive campaign, one that targeted some of 
the most vulnerable minorities in American society. 
Notwithstanding what many consider as the failure of 
Catholic leadership in a moment when a witness to 
truth and civility was most needed, Reese rightly calls 
the Church to renew its mission as a reconciling and 
communion-building presence within American society. 
The Catholic Church, he suggests, might draw upon its 
rich experience of ecumenical dialogue, transposing 
the habits of mutual respect, humble listening, mu-
tual learning, and truth seeking. Noting that ecumenical 
dialogue has helped Catholics and Protestants discover 
one another as friends who hold much in common, he 
suggests that the Church become a model for what the 
nation needs. Reese recalls the words of Pope Francis to 
the US Bishops in September 2015, reminding them of 

the need to develop the habits of dialogue at every level 
of ecclesial life:

The path ahead, then, is dialogue among your-
selves, dialogue in your presbyterates, dialogue 
with lay persons, dialogue with families, dialogue 
with society. I cannot ever tire of encouraging you 
to dialogue fearlessly. ... Harsh and divisive lan-
guage does not befit the tongue of a pastor, it has 
no place in his heart; although it may momentarily 
seem to win the day, only the enduring allure of 
goodness and love remains truly convincing.5

Pope Francis recalled the nature of the bishops’ office 
as servants of communion and society’s deep need, in a 
context of significant upheaval, for a reconciling witness 
from the followers of Christ:

This service to unity is particularly important for 
this nation, whose vast material and spiritual, cul-
tural and political, historical and human, scientific 
and technological resources impose significant 
moral responsibilities in a world which is seek-
ing, confusedly and laboriously, new balances of 
peace, prosperity and integration. It is an essential 
part of your mission to offer to the United States 
of America the humble yet powerful leaven of 
communion.6 

Admittedly, Catholic communities have a long way to 
go before the practice of dialogue becomes a hallmark 
of its inner-ecclesial life. Yet the practice of interchurch 
dialogue has been highly successful in transforming 
interchurch relations. It might indeed be considered a 
resource for deepening the habits of dialogue needed 
to overcome polarization within both Church and so-
ciety. The practice of such dialogue is founded on the 
recognition of the dignity of each person, created in 
the image and likeness of God. As the Second Vatican 
Council’s Declaration on Religious Freedom, Dignitatis 
Humanae, makes clear, dialogue is never a means of 
seeking to impose one’s point of view. One enters 
into dialogue with humility, recognizing the limits of 
one’s own perspective and ready to learn from others. 
Dialogue is fundamentally a shared search for the truth. 
Without dialogue, one’s ability to grasp the true nature 
of things is diminished.

During the Reagan era, a colleague of mine accepted 
a teaching position in the department of philosophy of 
an American Catholic university. In that context, col-
leagues were so deeply concerned about the political 
and social climate of the day that they set before them-
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selves—as the primary objective of the department’s 
programs and courses—the goal of instilling in young 
students the confidence and the conviction that the truth 
matters and that it is worth it to be honest in personal af-
fairs as well as in business and politics. Educators today 
might consider their mission once again. In an age where 
education has become increasingly instrumentalized, 
anyone engaged in Christian formation or teaching must 
ask themselves how they might contribute to a culture 
not only of tolerance and civility, but of deep mutual 
respect, of the shared pursuit of knowledge and truth, 
and of communion-building dialogue. How might we 
create spaces that nourish not deal-making dragons in a 
zero-sum game of winners and losers, but citizens pre-
pared to contribute to the common good and to build a 
world where none are left behind? How might our ways 
of teaching and learning model and instill such habits 
in others?

Engaging in that common search for the truth re-
quires that Christians cultivate the skills of discernment, 
that they be equipped to distinguish the workings of 
God’s Spirit from the tactics of the deceiver. Recent 
events suggest that many Christians have fallen prey 
to the pseudo-authenticity of those who would eschew 
“political correctness” in the name of “telling it like 

it is,” to the blustering bully parading as an angel of 
light. Canadians ought not to be so smug as to suppose 
that these trends could not be reproduced in our own 
context of Church and society. The troubling signs of 
a post-truth culture are evident in societies around the 
world. To navigate the desolation of a post-truth world, 
Christians will need to be “wise as serpents and innocent 
as doves” (Matt 10:16). The asceticism of truth-seeking 
in dialogue with others has shown itself capable of nur-
turing such wisdom and communion. 

1 “‘Post-truth’ Named Word of the Year by Oxford Dictionaries,” 
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Korean Canadians and the Scriptures
HyeRan Kim-Cragg and Don Schweitzer, The Authority and Interpretation of Scripture  
in the United Church of Canada. 
Daejeon, South Korea: Daejanggan Publisher, 2016. 142 pp.

Why do I, as a Catholic theologian, find a book 
that deals with a pastoral problem in the United 

Church of Canada so interesting? The reason is that this 
book treats a topic debated in one way or another in all 
Christian churches. This pastoral problem in the United 
Church is the following. Many Protestant Korean immi-
grants living in Canada have joined the United Church 
of Canada; they have become faithful members and in 
many towns have their own congregations. Yet these 
Koreans are troubled by teachings and pastoral practices 
of the United Church that differ from their own tradi-
tion and seem to contradict Scripture. On the issues of 
divorce, sexuality, abortion, homosexuality, and eutha-
nasia, the teaching of the United Church is more ‘liberal’ 
than the teaching of the Protestant Church in Korea. No 
wonder Korean Christians are shocked when they see 
pastors in the United Church who are gay or lesbian, liv-
ing in the parsonage with their wedded partner. Puzzling 
for the Korean Christians is also the openness of the 
United Church to the spirituality of Indigenous peoples 
and its readiness to dialogue with the world religions. 
Their malaise deserves respect and attention.

The authors of this book, HyeRan Kim-Cragg and 
Don Schweitzer, are professors at St. Andrew’s College 
in Saskatoon. Dr. Kim-Cragg is of Korean origin, and 
Dr. Schweitzer, a member of the cultural mainstream, 
is deeply involved with Dr. Kim-Cragg in the intercul-
tural pastoral policy adopted by the United Church of 
Canada. The two colleagues have decided to provide 
an answer to Canadian Korean Christians. In this book 
of 142 pages, published in Korean and in English, they 
explain how the United Church has come to read the 
Scriptures, what hermeneutical principles guide its bib-
lical interpretation, and why the Church holds that its 
endorsement of the ‘liberal’ positions mentioned above 
is faithful to God’s word.

The two authors do not find this explanation difficult, 
because the United Church has over many years wres-
tled with the question of what fidelity to the Scriptures 
means in the light of i) contemporary biblical scholar-
ship and ii) the hermeneutical insight that the cultural 
context of the reader inevitably influences the interpre-
tation of a text, secular or sacred. A study involving the 

entire Church over several years has resulted in the 1992 
report The Authority and Interpretation of Scripture, 
which is readily available on the internet. We read in it 
that the United Church seeks fidelity to God’s word in 
the Scriptures: it regards God’s self-revelation in Jesus 
Christ as the source of what is true, what is ethical, and 
what is to be hoped for. In their book, the two authors 
explain to their readers, in some detail and in a simple 
language, the Church’s teaching on what fidelity to 
God’s word means in the present culture and how the 
Church’s increasing inclusiveness is a response to a 
scriptural imperative. 

The Catholic Church has similar problems. The liter-
alist reading of the Bible by the people differs from the 
more critical reading made by biblical scholars. Thanks 
to the influence of such scholars, the document Dei 
Verbum (1965) of Vatican Council II fully recognized 
the new methods of biblical interpretation. To make 
this approval more concrete, the Pontifical Biblical 
Commission published the instruction “The Historicity 
of the Gospels” (1964), which distinguishes three differ-
ent levels in the gospel texts: i) the words and deeds of 
Jesus as a preacher in Israel, ii) the retelling of his life by 
the apostles after his resurrection, projecting his divinity 
onto accounts of his earthly life, and iii) the story of the 
early Christian communities, each in a distinct situation, 
often in dispute with the synagogue. Is the beautiful 
story of the Nativity, read in parishes at Christmas, a 
historical account of what happened, or is it a sacred 
myth told by the apostolic communities that celebrates 
the birth of Christ as the arrival of the universal saviour? 
That sacred stories can mediate divine truth is recog-
nized in the constitution Dei Verbum of Vatican Council 
II: “Truth is … expressed differently in texts that are 
variously historical, prophetic, poetic, or of other forms 
of discourse” (no. 12). 

Should such questions be raised in parishes? The 
United Church finds itself obliged to do this. The pres-
ent book helps members of other churches, including 
the Catholic Church, to reflect on what fidelity to the 
Scriptures means. 

Gregory Baum, Centre Justice et Foi, Montreal, Quebec
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